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MW 1
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with clear Bohemian crystal,

iron colour:
clear met silver 

light bulbs: 1 GU10 - 12V - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 32 cm - w. 32 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary.

MW 1
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with clear Bohemian crystal 

iron colour:
clear met silver 

light bulbs: 1 GU10 - 12V - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 32 cm - w. 32 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary. 
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MW 2
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Murano glass and Swarovski strass

iron colour:
261 

light bulbs: 1 GU10 - 12V - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 28 cm - w. 22 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary.

MW 2
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Murano glass and Swarovski strass

iron colour:
261 

light bulbs: 1 GU10 - 12V - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 28 cm - w. 22 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary. 
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MW 3
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
clear met gold

light bulbs: 1 GU10 - 12V - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 46 cm - w. 19 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour
As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary. 

MW 3
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
clear met gold

light bulbs: 1 GU10 - 12V - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 46 cm - w. 19 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour
As Mechini products are made 

completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary.
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MW 4
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
clear met gold 

light bulbs: 1 GU10 - 12V - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 40 cm - w. 19 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary.

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary. 
Please, note that the chandelier’s 

dimensions do not include the ceiling rose 
(20 cm) and the chain (100 cm).

MW 4
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
clear met gold

light bulbs: 1 GU10 - 12V - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 40 cm - w. 19 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary.
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MW 5
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
blanched gold

light bulbs: 1 GU10 - 12V - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 35 cm - w. 18 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary.

MW 5
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
blanched gold

light bulbs: 1 GU10 - 12V - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 35 cm - w. 18 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary.
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MW 6
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
silver

light bulbs: 1 GU10 - 12V - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 28 cm - w. 12 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary.

MW 6
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
silver

light bulbs: 1 GU10 - 12V - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 28 cm - w. 12 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary.
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DECOWIRE is a new concept of Mechini ChandelierDECOWIRE is a new concept of Mechini Chandelier

we thought of making the spotlights on cables warmer and more we thought of making the spotlights on cables warmer and more 
elegant, so we created mini-chandeliers to combine with spotlights. elegant, so we created mini-chandeliers to combine with spotlights. 
our mini-chandeliers can also be applied to existing cables and our mini-chandeliers can also be applied to existing cables and 

spotlights.spotlights.

the mini-chandeliers are very light and have no problems with the the mini-chandeliers are very light and have no problems with the 
cables.cables.

You can order only the mini-chandelier with spotlight to be applied You can order only the mini-chandelier with spotlight to be applied 
to your existing 12V cables.to your existing 12V cables.

you can order the complete set of mini-chandeliers with spotlights, you can order the complete set of mini-chandeliers with spotlights, 
cables and 12V drivercables and 12V driver

this products are not made by Mechini, it may vary based on supplier availability.

3 x 16 cm 

10 mt, 2,5 mm

1 x 12V / 230v
80vva

complete set
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MD 1
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with clear Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
dark gold 

light bulbs: downlight LED - 5w - 500mA - driver included 
                                                                                                                                                  or 1 GU10 - 220v - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 32 cm - w. 32 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary.

MD 1
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with clear Bohemian crystal 

iron colour:
dark gold 

light bulbs: downlight LED - 5w - 500mA - driver included 
                   or 1 GU10 - 220v - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 32 cm - w. 32 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary. 
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MD 2
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Murano glass and Swarovski strass

iron colour:
261 

light bulbs: downlight LED - 5w - 500mA - driver included 
                                                                                                                                                  or 1 GU10 - 220v - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 28 cm - w. 22 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary.

MD 2
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Murano glass and Swarovski strass

iron colour:
261 

light bulbs: downlight LED - 5w - 500mA - driver included 
                   or 1 GU10 - 220v - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 28 cm - w. 22 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary. 
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MD 3
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
clear met gold

light bulbs: downlight LED - 5w - 500mA - driver included 
                                                                                                                                                  or 1 GU10 - 220v - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 46 cm - w. 19 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary. 

MD 3
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
clear met gold

light bulbs: downlight LED - 5w - 500mA - driver included 
                   or 1 GU10 - 220v - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 46 cm - w. 19 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary.
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MD 4
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
clear met gold

light bulbs: downlight LED - 5w - 500mA - driver included 
                                                                                                                                                  or 1 GU10 - 220v - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 40 cm - w. 19 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary.

MD 4
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
clear met gold

light bulbs: downlight LED - 5w - 500mA - driver included 
                   or 1 GU10 - 220v - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 40 cm - w. 19 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary.
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MD 5
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
blanched gold

light bulbs: downlight LED - 5w - 500mA - driver included 
                   or 1 GU10 - 220v - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 35 cm - w. 18 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary.

MD 5
decorative spotlight in wrought iron with Bohemian crystal

iron colour:
blanched gold

light bulbs: downlight LED - 5w - 500mA - driver included 
                                                                                                                                                  or 1 GU10 - 220v - 5 watt max

dimensions: h. 35 cm - w. 18 cm  - kg 0,9 - lbs 1,98

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary.
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 downlight LED - 5w - 12 V- driver included 

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary.

GU10 - 220v - 5 watt max

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary.

you can chose your light bulb
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